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CASE STUDY: PRIVATE MARKETPLACES

BRAIN.MEDIA BOOSTS AUDIENCE ADDRESSABILITY
RATE WITH PUBMATIC PRIVATE MARKETPLACES
BRAIN.MEDIA is a data enrichment platform based in the Nordics that provides data-driven
insights for businesses to maximise the effectiveness of marketing campaigns.

STORY BEHIND THE SUCCESS
Brain Nordic provides publishers, such as Stampen Media, with effective data strategy
solutions that enable them to provide compelling propositions for advertisers to reach
audiences at scale and maximise the effectiveness of ad budgets through their service
BRAIN.MEDIA.

“

Central to these solutions is audience addressability, which verifies the effectiveness of
audience targeting. Due to the industry-wide deprecation of third-party cookies, Brain
Nordic sought a partner to help them update their technology for a cookieless world.
Brain Nordic identified PubMatic’s Private Marketplaces (PMPs) as the best solution to
achieve their technology goals: increasing scale, improve targeting and enhancing data
security transaction infrastructure.

SOLUTION
1. Before setting up the PMPs, privacy and GDPR was at the center of focus. Brain
Nordic identified existing technologies within the PubMatic platform that could be
used in a secure way to maximize user integrity.
2. The integration required the BRAIN.MEDIA platform to pass the data on page view
to PubMatic. After positive initial tests with contextual information, this evolved to
include user data such as category and user attributes.
3. Once ready to go, deployment to activation with the BRAIN.MEDIA platform took
only a matter of hours.
4. The PubMatic team then created PMP deals and passed the deals to buyers across
the PubMatic exchange via deal IDs that could be transacted on immediately.
5. After using PubMatic PMPs, the BRAIN.MEDIA platform doubled the targeting base
to 70% and increased the audience addressability rate to 97%.

SUCCESS BY
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Before working with PubMatic,
our targeting base was as low as
35% and we saw a high volume
of blocked third-party cookies on
our network (51%). PMPs with
PubMatic has provided a great
solution to boost our audience
addressability rate to 97% which
is higher than industry standards
in the Nordics.
MARTIN BERGQVIST,
CEO, BRAIN NORDIC
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”

We have seen good results since
integrating with PubMatic’s PMPs
via Brain Media. The data
interoperability allowed us to utilise
our first-party data seamlessly and
securely. Knowing that our data
stayed with us and was protected
was important for us. The enhanced
targeting capabilities meant we
could also give greater audience
visibility to our advertisers to
optimise campaigns better.
HAMRIN HÅKAN,
HEAD OF PROGRAMMATIC,
STAMPEN MEDIA
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